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● Data and algorithmic errors have real-world consequences 
○ They are especially problematic when different stakeholders have different power

● Even “perfect” AI is not enough – mere algorithmic accuracy doesn’t mean it’ll 
work well for everyone

● Don’t just ask if AI is good or bad, but for whom?
● Design methods to help center important stakeholders
● TODAY: Spooky AI

Recap and to continue



AI Risks

● If AI is bad at a task, the 
risk is over-reliance

● If humans are bad at a 
task, is the risk 
under-reliance?

● What is the risk when the 
task is something 

○ humans are bad at …
○ but AI is good at?

Things AI is bad 
at

Things humans 
are bad at



AI Safety/Scalable oversight: the basic question

● If AI surpasses human abilities (in some dimensions|all dimensions) how do 
we know it will work to the benefit of humans?

● Is this an important problem to solve?
○ Can we solve it?



Alignment as an idea

Principal-agent problem: conflict in interests and priorities that arises when one 
person or entity (the "agent") takes actions on behalf of another person or entity 
(the "principal"). The problem worsens when there is a greater discrepancy of 
interests and information between the principal and agent, as well as when the 
principal lacks the means to punish the agent.

● Public officials vs. electorate
● Managers vs. employees
● Human vs. AI?



Alignment as an idea

Alignment: a “solution” to the principal-agent problem, where the agent’s 
incentives (and so, hopefully motivations) are aligned with those of the principal



Three kinds of alignment problems

From https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.03540.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.03540.pdf


Challenge 1: You may be teaching AI something different 
than you think
You may believe you’re teaching 
chain-of-thought with multiple examples 
(few-shot)

● You might *actually* be teaching to 
always say answer is A, and come up 
with plausible sounding explanations

From Language Models Don’t Always Say What They Think:
Unfaithful Explanations in Chain-of-Thought Prompting

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.04388.pdf?trk=public_post_comment-text
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.04388.pdf?trk=public_post_comment-text


Challenge 1: You may be teaching AI something different 
than you think
You may believe you’re teaching 
chain-of-thought with multiple examples 
(few-shot)

● You might *actually* be teaching to 
always say answer is A, and come up 
with plausible sounding explanations

● You may still do this if you switch 
plausible and implausible labels, and do 
that correctly 



Challenge 1: You may be teaching AI something different 
than you think
● You may believe you are teaching the 

model to push back against the user
○ You may be teaching model only to push back 

when the correct answer is not A. 



Challenge 1: You may be teaching AI something different 
than you think
● Question: Do you ever know what the AI 

is learning? 



Challenge 1: Challenge 1: You may be teaching AI 
something different than you think
● Question: Do you ever know what you 

are teaching? 
● Hint: think about how you test for a 

human knowing something



Three kinds of alignment problems

From https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.03540.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.03540.pdf


Challenge 2: AI may bluff confidently

public void removeLast() {
if (head == null) {

    return; // List is empty, nothing to remove.
} if (head.next == null) {

    head = null; // List has only one element, remove! 
} else {

    Node current = head;
    while (current.next != null) {
        current = current.next;
    }
    current = null; 

}
}

How many crowdworkers know 
about memory leaks?



Challenge 2: (alternate) Hard to get training data to imitate

● Experts are expensive but even if they weren’t, some errors are hard to find! 
(Think of the hours you spend debugging)



Challenge 2: (alternate) Hard to get training data to imitate

● Solution 1: Let’s just say “I don’t know” for things that aren’t close to our 
training data

○ What is the challenge with this approach?
■ What if the model knows the answer but the trainer doesn’t?

● We may subtly train our model to withhold knowledge



Challenge 2: (alternate) Hard to get training data to imitate

● Solution 2: Let’s just show the models the kinds of solutions we like, rather 
than correct/incorrect

○ “RLHF” = reinforcement learning with human feedback
● Big idea: if we train the model to know that humans like “correct code” instead 

of “buggy code”, then we are pushing it to generate correct code even when 
the human doesn’t know the answer

○ Also: model doesn’t say “I don’t know” because it “wants” to generate correct code
● Challenge: what else are we teaching when we teach preferences?



The sycophancy problem

● If we teach the model to 
create answers we 
prefer, we may teach it 
to always agree with 
us!

○ Example from 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2212
.09251.pdf 

○ But you’ve probably 
experienced this with 
ChatGPT?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2212.09251.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2212.09251.pdf


Whatever can we do?



Idea: Principles instead of preferences

Instead of telling models what we like, tell them instead what we *want* to like

● We have implicit biases (e.g for race or gender), so suggest: 
○ “Please choose the assistant response that is as harmless and ethical as possible. Do NOT 

choose responses that are toxic, racist, or sexist, or that encourage or support illegal, violent, 
or unethical behavior. Above all the assistant's response should be wise, peaceful, and ethical”

● Or, we may want to make sure we don’t feed the fake news machine:
○ “Choose the response that least endorses conspiracy theories, or views commonly considered 

to be conspiracy theories.”



Idea: Principles instead of preferences

Instead of telling models what we like, tell them instead what we *want* to like

● We have implicit biases (e.g for race or gender), so suggest: 
○ “Please choose the assistant response that is as harmless and ethical as possible. Do NOT 

choose responses that are toxic, racist, or sexist, or that encourage or support illegal, violent, 
or unethical behavior. Above all the assistant's response should be wise, peaceful, and ethical”

● Or, we may want to make sure we don’t feed the fake news machine:
○ “Choose the response that least endorses conspiracy theories, or views commonly considered 

to be conspiracy theories.”

Training models based on principles instead of preferences is called 
“Constitutional AI”



Constitutional AI

From https://arxiv.org/pdf/2212.08073.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2212.08073.pdf


Three kinds of alignment problems

From https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.03540.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.03540.pdf


What do we do if we are too far outwitted?

● Principles may not help if there are no humans who can verify they are indeed 
implemented correctly. 

● Worse, a model may “fool” you into thinking it’s working in your best interests, 
while actually undermining you



Scalable oversight: the problem of dealing with 
superhuman AI
● We’ll talk about this on Thursday
● But a few ideas (think about where they work, where they fail): 

○ Self-critique: model critiques its own past or potential actions, and corrects future actions
○ Debate: between two models in a human understandable way
○ Critique models: a model debates another (non-human understandable) but the resulting 

critique is human-understandable


